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Emojis are 3,633 ubiquitous symbols-as-communication used by 92 percent of internet users. These tiny yet influential pieces of evidence hold the power to complete, enhance, mitigate, and flip the meaning of surrounding text. Consequently, court references to emojis have grown exponentially in the last five years. As emojis have become a cornerstone of digital discourse, courts have increasingly encountered the significant impact of emojis on parties’ legal claims. A guide for handling of emoji evidence under the Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE), therefore, is important to afford proper treatment to this relatively new evidentiary form.

This Note discusses how the FRE, in their current form, should apply to emojis as a commonplace form of symbols-as-communication. After analyzing expert testimony and the presentation of emoji evidence through the lenses of FRE 702, 701, 803(5), and 403, this Note argues that relevant emoji evidence should always be shown—not just read—to jurors on party request. Additionally, this Note argues that emojis cannot reasonably be ignored and that senders and recipients should always retain the opportunity to testify about their intended and understood emoji meanings. Finally, this Note advises courts to generally exclude third-party testimony on emojis’ meanings.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1943, the U.S. Supreme Court declared that “[s]ymbolism is a primitive but effective way of communicating ideas.”1 Almost four decades later, a computer scientist first used the smiley face emoticon, :-), and suggested it could indicate the tone of a message board post.2 Then, in 2008, Apple released emojis on its iPhone for the first time.3 In the fourteen years since, emojis have taken digital discourse by storm. The Oxford English Dictionary hailed the “face with tears of joy” emoji (😂) as the 2015 “word of the year.”4 Five skin tone options later became available for hand gesture emojis,5 and presidential candidate Hillary Clinton used emojis in campaign trail tweets to connect with the masses.6 Recent reports indicate that business leaders now use emojis to connect with their teams,7 and Elon Musk’s tweet of the

As emojis have become a cornerstone of digital discourse, courts have increasingly encountered the issue of whether emojis are admissible as evidence and the impact of emojis on parties’ legal claims. A guide to handling emoji evidence under the Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE) is thus necessary to afford proper treatment to this relatively new evidentiary form. Emojis can communicate far more than just the image of a noun that they depict, depending on such factors as the user’s demographic and communication platform. Emojis can also be highly consequential pieces of evidence and, in 2021, were notably cited in judicial opinions on employment discrimination, sexual predation, and murder. In the future, emoji references could appear in any claim featuring online communications that purportedly support or detract from a party’s claim or defense. For these reasons, the evidentiary handling of emojis must be addressed now.

Current legal scholarship on emojis and the law is either descriptive, discussing only how emojis have been used in court, or directed at addressing a non-evidentiary issue relating to emojis. Only one Comment has applied a normative approach, arguing that the FRE should adopt new rules to apply to emojis. This Note addresses how the FRE, as they exist, should apply to emojis as a commonplace form of symbols-as-communication.

This Note proposes standards for handling emoji evidence under the FRE. Part I provides the context necessary to evaluate the handling of emoji evidence. This part begins with an introduction to relevant FRE, followed by an overview of how emojis are currently handled in court and a discussion of the evidentiary value of emojis.

poop (💩) emoji appeared in a 2022 court filing on his litigious path to purchasing Twitter. As emojis have become a cornerstone of digital discourse, courts have increasingly encountered the issue of whether emojis are admissible as evidence and the impact of emojis on parties’ legal claims. A guide to handling emoji evidence under the Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE) is thus necessary to afford proper treatment to this relatively new evidentiary form. Emojis can communicate far more than just the image of a noun that they depict, depending on such factors as the user’s demographic and communication platform. Emojis can also be highly consequential pieces of evidence and, in 2021, were notably cited in judicial opinions on employment discrimination, sexual predation, and murder. In the future, emoji references could appear in any claim featuring online communications that purportedly support or detract from a party’s claim or defense. For these reasons, the evidentiary handling of emojis must be addressed now.

Current legal scholarship on emojis and the law is either descriptive, discussing only how emojis have been used in court, or directed at addressing a non-evidentiary issue relating to emojis. Only one Comment has applied a normative approach, arguing that the FRE should adopt new rules to apply to emojis. This Note addresses how the FRE, as they exist, should apply to emojis as a commonplace form of symbols-as-communication.

This Note proposes standards for handling emoji evidence under the FRE. Part I provides the context necessary to evaluate the handling of emoji evidence. This part begins with an introduction to relevant FRE, followed by an overview of how emojis are currently handled in court and a discussion of the evidentiary value of emojis.
by a discussion of the evidentiary value of emojis and courts’ treatments of emoji evidence. Part II of this Note examines whether emojis that function like words and emojis that serve as nonverbal social cues should be explained and displayed for the jury. Ultimately, this Note advocates that jurors should always be shown—and not just read—relevant emoji evidence upon party request. Further, this Note argues that emojis cannot reasonably be ignored and that senders and recipients of emojis should always be able to testify about their intended and understood emoji meanings. Finally, this Note directs judges to exclude third-party testimony on the meaning of emojis, unless law enforcement testimony reliably decodes the meaning of an emoji, or the sender and recipient of a culture-specific nonverbal social cue emoji are unavailable.

I. THE EVIDENTIARY VALUE OF EMOJIS

Part I provides context for evaluating how juries should make sense of emoji evidence. Part I.A introduces the FRE that are relevant for handling emoji evidence. Then, Part I.B considers the evidentiary value of emojis, which exists in tension with their potential for party manipulation and jury misinterpretation. Finally, Part I.C introduces the ways that courts have treated emojis.

A. FRE Relevant to the Handling of Emoji Evidence

Trial judges determine the admissibility of emoji evidence.17 For an emoji to be admissible, it must tend to prove a fact in dispute.18 If an emoji’s tendency to prove a fact in dispute is “substantially outweighed” by a danger of unfair prejudice—defined as “an undue tendency to suggest [a] decision on an improper basis”19—a trial judge may exclude the emoji from evidence.20 For example, a trial judge may exclude an emoji for cognitive prejudice if the jury may tend to overestimate the emoji’s probative value.21 Judges may also exclude emojis that risk wasting the court’s time;22 however, the tenor of FRE 40323 indicates that this power should be exercised sparingly.24 Additionally, trial judges oversee the method of presenting emojis and opinion testimony on emojis to the jury.25

The following sections describe the FRE that guide trial judges’ treatment of opinion testimony and the presentation of evidence. Part I.A.1 introduces evidentiary standards governing expert opinion testimony (FRE 702)26 and

17. FED. R. EVID. 104(a).
18. Id. 401.
19. Id. 403 advisory committee’s note on proposed rules.
20. Id. 403.
21. Id.
22. Id.
23. Id.
25. FED. R. EVID. 611(a).
26. Id. 702.
lay opinion testimony (FRE 701)\textsuperscript{27}. Next, Part I.A.2 introduces evidentiary standards related to the presentation of evidence, including the handling of written recollections (FRE 803(5))\textsuperscript{28} and considerations surrounding video evidence (FRE 403). Together, these sections provide the legal framework for considering proper treatment of emoji evidence.

1. Opinion Testimony on the Meaning of Slang, Jargon, and Hand Signals: FRE 702 & 701

Trial judges decide preliminary questions about witness qualification.\textsuperscript{29} FRE 702 requires that an expert possess “specialized knowledge” that “helps” the jury to “understand the evidence.”\textsuperscript{30} Testimony about the meaning of group-specific slang is helpful, so an expert could testify, whereas testimony reiterating the plain meaning of a communication would not be helpful.\textsuperscript{31} Both those who study and those who are members of a community may qualify as experts on that community’s jargon.\textsuperscript{32}

Law enforcement officers and federal agents commonly testify as experts on slang, code, and hand signals.\textsuperscript{33} Police sergeants, for example, have deciphered drug-related slang used in recorded jailhouse calls in which the encoded language made the conversations facially incoherent.\textsuperscript{34} Likewise, special agents have decoded jargon communicated between pimps and sex workers.\textsuperscript{35} Experts have also offered testimony connecting hand signals to specific gangs.\textsuperscript{36}

Emojis used idiosyncratically implicate the gray area between common knowledge and coded language that requires an expert’s guidance.\textsuperscript{37} Although jurors need experts to decipher coded communications, expert testimony about a commonly understood emoji is unhelpful to jurors, who may nevertheless give the testimony prejudicial deference.\textsuperscript{38} As an alternative to expert testimony, a knowledgeable coconspirator may offer lay opinion testimony\textsuperscript{39} on the meaning of “code words” used by fellow coconspirators in a recorded conversation in which the witness participated.\textsuperscript{40} Lay opinion testimony, though, is governed by FRE 701 and, unlike expert

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{27} Id. 701.
\bibitem{28} Id. 803(5).
\bibitem{29} Id. 104(a).
\bibitem{30} Id. 702.
\bibitem{33} See generally Leahy, supra note 31, § 40.
\bibitem{35} See Poole v. State, 284 So. 3d 604, 605 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2019).
\bibitem{37} An expert may not testify about matters of common knowledge. See Fed. R. Evid. 701.
\bibitem{38} See infra Part II.A.1.
\bibitem{39} Fed. R. Evid. 701.
\bibitem{40} See United States v. Valbrun, 877 F.3d 440, 443–44 (1st Cir. 2017).
\end{thebibliography}
testimony, requires that lay witnesses have personal knowledge to testify about the meaning of coded communications.\footnote{FED. R. EVID. 701.}

2. Presenting Verbal and Nonverbal Evidence: FRE 803(5) & 403

FRE 803(5)\footnote{Id. 803(5).} implicitly recognizes that juries tend to overvalue written recollections.\footnote{See MUELLER & KIRKPATRICK, supra note 24, § 8:76; see also United States v. Judon, 567 F.2d 1289, 1294 (5th Cir. 1978) (ruling that the purpose of FRE 803(5) is to prevent the trier of fact from being “overly impressed” by writing).} Because records remain with the jury during deliberations, a jury might subconsciously assign more value to recorded statements than to those offered only by a live witness on equivalent points.\footnote{Id. 803(5).} To avoid “prejudicial emphasis,” \footnote{Id.} FRE 803(5) only allows recorded recollections to be shown to the jury when offered by an adverse party.\footnote{See United States v. Casoni, 950 F.2d 893, 914 (3d Cir. 1991).} In all other instances, recorded recollections are read into the record.\footnote{FED. R. EVID. 803(5).}

On the other hand, humans generally understand what they see better than what they hear.\footnote{See George L. Blum, John Bourdeau, Noah J. Gordon, Eleanor L. Grossman, Jill Gustafson, Glenda K. Harnad, Sonja Larsen, Lucas Martin, Kristina E. Music Biro, Karl Oakes, Karen L. Schultz, Jeffrey J. Shampo, Eric C. Surette & Barbara J. van Arsdale, 29A AM. JUR. 2D Evidence § 932 (2022).} When an individual’s tone or expression is relevant and material to an issue in a case, judges may allow parties to play audiovisual recordings for the jury.\footnote{See Stephen E. Arthur & Robert S. Hunter, Federal Trial Handbook: Civil § 38:6 (2022).} Per FRE 403, however, judges should consider the availability of similar evidence through in-court testimony when deciding whether to admit a videotape.\footnote{See Blum et al., supra note 48, § 974.} If a judge admits an audiovisual recording, they may limit presentation to only the relevant portions so as not to waste time.\footnote{See Arthur & Hunter, supra note 49, § 38:6.} The jury then determines whether the recording is credible and how much weight to give it.\footnote{See id.}


B. Emojis' Evidentiary Value Exists in Tension with Their Potential for Manipulation and Misinterpretation

Courts grapple with how to handle emoji evidence because of properties entirely unique to emojis.\footnote{See supra Part I.A.} Emojis are 3,633 ubiquitous symbols used over 10 billion times each day.\footnote{See Full Emoji List, v15.0, UNICODE, http://unicode.org/emoji/charts/full-emoji-list.html [https://perma.cc/SS5T-H2G2] (last visited Sept. 3, 2023).} Inevitably, the same relatively fixed number of
emojis will convey different meanings to the billions of people who use them globally. This section discusses the ways that emojis can be used and resulting interpretive challenges. Part I.B.1 explains how emojis can serve as nonverbal social cues, which may be misinterpreted or misconstrued. Then, Part I.B.2 discusses emojis’ potential to hold multiple meanings and contextual factors that can inform the plausibility of a party’s proffered meaning.

1. Emojis That Serve as Nonverbal Social Cues May Be Misinterpreted and Misconstrued

People frequently use emojis to enhance meaning in methods similar to those employed in face-to-face spoken interactions. In digital discourse, gesture emojis, like gestures themselves, can both reinforce verbal communication (“Yes 👍”) and substitute for verbal communication (“👍 in lieu of “Yes”). Emojis might also indicate tone (“I love you ❤”), which the sender can emphasize through repetition in a manner similar to speakers varying their volume or pitch (“I love you ❤❤❤❤❤”). Anthropomorphic emojis—emojis that resemble human faces—inject tone through facial expression.

The tone associated with an anthropomorphic emoji can materially alter the meaning of surrounding text when an emoji conveys facetiousness. In court, the “rolling on the floor laughing” (🤣) emoji and the “tongue out” emoticon (:P) have been offered as indicative of a joke made by the sender. Similarly, the winking (😉) emoji has been offered to indicate that conversations were “not meant to be completely serious.”

Anthropomorphic emojis may also indicate sarcasm by placing the emoji and the surrounding text at odds. Like a person might say “that will be fun” in a monotone voice, an unamused smiley (😒) emoji can substitute for the same effect in an online chat (“that will be fun 😞”). Readers can detect sarcasm when an anthropomorphic emoji and its surrounding text are at odds because there is a strong link between the way our brains comprehend irony
Gesture emojis also hold different connotations among different generations. Members of Gen Z have described the thumbs up (👍) emoji as “passive aggressive,” whereas older generations generally see it as an


69. See id.

70. See id.

71. See id.

72. See Goldman, supra note 15, at 1253.


76. See id.

alternative for affirmative words like “yes” and “great.” Gen Z also uses the clap (👏) emoji to draw attention to or emphasize an idea, whereas older generations use this emoji to signify applause. A peace sign (✌️) emoji, jargon among younger generations for “I’m out,” has also been offered as evidence of quitting a job.

Nonverbal social cue emojis are not the only emojis that can hold different meanings among different groups. Emojis that substitute for words are also susceptible to misinterpretation when the emoji is offered for an idiosyncratic meaning. The next section discusses idiosyncratic emojis and digital discourse conventions that may impact the plausibility of an emoji’s proffered meaning.

2. Emojis Can Hold Idiosyncratic Meanings and Context Impacts the Plausibility of a Proffered Meaning

Emojis are frequently offered for their facial meaning. For example, a trainwreck emoticon was offered as a part of the following online post: “walk into that federal courtroom with me and get ready for the biggest [trainwreck emoticon] ever.” The rat (🐀) emoji, a well-known symbol for a “snitch,” has similarly been offered into evidence as a form of online “name calling,” whereas three skull (💀💀💀) emojis sent hours after a murder were offered as indicative of premeditation. The diamond ring (💍) emoji, often associated with marriage, has also been offered to show that a relationship was not, in fact, abusive.

However, the facial meaning of an emoji is not always the intended meaning of an emoji. Emojis commonly hold coded meanings that further illegal activities. One study of online advertisements in the United States determined that sex traffickers frequently employ emojis to communicate about who they are making available for sexual exploitation. This study

78. See id.
81. See infra Part I.B.2.
specifically identified the growing heart (❤) emoji as a common symbol for a girl and the cherries (🍒) or cherry blossom (🌸) emojis as common codes for virginity. At trial, prosecutors have also argued that emojis encoded communications about sex work. A text message that read “is you down fo yo crown (👑)” has been offered for the proffered meaning that the “pimp is the king,” whereas “[t]eamwork make the dreamwork” followed by high heel (👠) and money bag (💰) emojis purportedly signaled “human trafficking.” A string of emojis containing feet (👣), a money bag (💰), and either a dollar sign ($) or a downward-pointing arrow (👇) have also been offered for the proffered meaning “ten toes down,” jargon for a sex worker “walking a track,” or working in their zone.

Additionally, emojis can have encoded drug references. The deciduous tree (🌳) emoji has been offered for its relatively well-known meaning as a reference to marijuana, whereas the cloud (_weather_cloud_ ) emoji and the fire (🔥) emoji have also been offered as drug references. Both a single emoji, like the fuel pump (⛽), and multiple emojis strung together, like a ghost and a star (👻🌟), have also been offered to signal gang affiliation.

In determining whether a coded meaning is fair or fictitious, factfinders must remember that digital discourse is often governed by norms of informal spoken communication as opposed to formal written communications. These variations may be attributed, at least in part, to the generational gaps in platform user bases. Social media culture is particularly performative and hyperbolic among younger groups. Sometimes this communicative culture extends beyond social media and

---

88. See id. at 4280.
90. Id. at *6.
98. See Kim Holmberg & Mike Tidwell, Disciplinary Differences in Twitter Scholarly Communication 1027 (2014) (discussing the varied ways that scholars use Twitter within different disciplines).
influences discourse conventions over private forms of communication, like

text messages. Social media is also generally disinhibiting for users,
which psychologists hypothesize is due to the apparent “distance” between
the speaker and the audience.

Emojis are a valuable yet complicated form of evidence. The next section
considers how the unique properties of emojis have informed courts’
treatment of emoji evidence.

C. Courts’ Treatments of Emojis

From 2017 to 2020, court references to emojis grew exponentially. In
2021 alone, 154 court opinions referenced emojis. When emojis are
offered as evidence, two main questions govern their treatment: (1) what
does the emoji mean and (2) how should the jury be informed of that
meaning? Part I.C.1 describes different witnesses who have testified
about an emoji’s meaning, including senders, recipients, police officers,
and federal agents. Next, Part I.C.2 considers one notable approach to presenting
emoji evidence to jurors.

1. Sender, Recipient, and Law Enforcement Testimony
   on the Meaning of Emojis

Parties may present only relevant emoji evidence to the jury. Generally,
emojis are relevant to the extent that they communicate something about the
sender or recipient. When a party-sender’s anthropomorphic emoji is
offered against them, party-senders may testify about their intended
meanings. One juvenile, for example, testified that an emoji denoted
sarcasm among their friends and thus indicated that the content of their
message was not a threat. Similarly, a resident defended against a local
politician’s defamation claim by arguing that an emoticon indicated their
allegedly defamatory remarks were merely jokes.

101. See id.
103. See infra Part I.C.
104. See Goldman, supra note 12.
105. See id.
106. See infra Part I.C.1.
108. FED. R. EVID. 402.
109. See supra Part I.A.
111. See D.R.C., 467 P.3d at 1001.
112. See Ghanam, 845 N.W.2d at 145.
When an emoji is a well-known symbol of jest, the factfinder must determine what the party-sender was joking about.\textsuperscript{113} In a copyright takedown action, for instance, Universal Music Corporation and a claimant alleging “substantial and irreparable harm” from a copyright takedown notice disputed whether a “winky,” :-) emoticon indicated that the claimant brought their suit in bad faith.\textsuperscript{114} In the claimant’s email exchange with a friend, the friend wrote “love how you have been injured ‘substantially and irreparably’ :-)” to which the plaintiff responded “I have :-)\textsuperscript{115} Universal Music Corporation argued that the winky, :-) emoticon showed that the plaintiff did not believe that they were “substantially and irreparably” injured by a takedown notice.\textsuperscript{116} Conversely, the claimant testified that they believed their friend’s winky emoticon referred to the “lawyerese” that was the “substantially and irreparably harmed” language.\textsuperscript{117} Thus, the party testified, their wink simply mirrored their friend’s wink.\textsuperscript{118} Ultimately, the court found for the sender-claimant.\textsuperscript{119}

When an emoji is a lesser-known symbol of jest, the factfinder must determine whether the sender was actually joking. The merit of one ineffective assistance of counsel claim turned on whether the factfinder believed a party-sender’s testimony that his inclusion of a smiley face (😊) emoji indicated that an email offer to “stipulate that [their] client [was] guilty” was a joke.\textsuperscript{120} A homicide prosecution similarly addressed whether a “grimacing” (😬) emoji, sent four seconds after a text stating “I haven’t figured out a way to kill him yet without being caught,” was a joke.\textsuperscript{121} In both cases, the nature of the claim and surrounding text influenced whether the jury believed the party-sender. Although the factfinder accepted that a smiley face (😊) emoji invalidated the sincerity of the attorney’s offer to stipulate,\textsuperscript{122} the “grimacing” (😬) emoji was not enough to overcome evidence that the defendant had committed murder.\textsuperscript{123}

When the party-recipient’s subjective understanding of an emoji matters, party-recipients have also testified about their emoji interpretation.\textsuperscript{124} For example, one hostile work environment claimant testified about the derogatory meaning of a scissors emoji (✂️) because it supported their claim that they perceived their work environment as hostile.\textsuperscript{125} Both the

\begin{footnotes}
\item[114] See id. at *11–12.
\item[115] See id.
\item[116] See id.
\item[117] See id.
\item[118] See id.
\item[119] See id. at *14.
\item[121] See People v. Addimando, 120 N.Y.S.3d 596, 607 (Ct. Cl. 2020).
\item[122] See Scroggin, 973 F. Supp. 2d at 967.
\item[123] See Addimando, 120 N.Y.S.3d at 597.
\item[125] See id.
\end{footnotes}
party-sender and the party-recipient of a consequential thumbs up (👍) emoji also testified about their intended and understood meanings in one child abduction case.126

When senders and recipients are unavailable or unreliable, parties have relied on expert witnesses to inform the jury of an emoji’s idiosyncratic meaning.127 For this reason, law enforcement officers128 and federal agents129 have decoded emojis for the jury. One Bay Area detective testified that a certain phrase including particular emojis was “like a bumper sticker for human trafficking.”130 Likewise, two Los Angeles law enforcement officers at two separate trials testified that a string of emojis encoded jargon related to sex work.131 One federal agent with experience investigating street gangs, firearm offenses, and narcotics trafficking testified that an encoded emoji, in context, referred to “drugs,”132 whereas another expert in “drug related code words and jargon” testified that a different encoded emoji meant “really good” drugs.133 Similarly, a local law enforcement officer testified that posting two specific emojis on social media was just one of a particular gang’s many signals.134

2. Presentation of Emojis in the Prosecution of the “Dark Web” Bazaar

In addition to determining whether testimony is necessary to establish an emoji’s meaning, one judge in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York (S.D.N.Y.) considered whether jurors must see emoji evidence with their own eyes or whether reading the record to the jury sufficed.135 In the 2015 trial of Ross Ulbricht, federal prosecutors sought to tie Ulbricht to the operation of an online black market known as the “Dark Web” bazaar by presenting Ulbricht’s chat records to the jury.136 Noting that the government did not respond to an inquiry on the presentation of “Internet

“evidence,” the judge invited both the prosecution and Ulbricht to take positions.\footnote{See id.}

The prosecution argued that online chats were “records just like any other records” that could be read to the jury.\footnote{See id.} Comparing the conversations to wire transcripts, which are often read to the jury, the prosecution proposed that two paralegals read the messages as a conversation because this method of presenting evidence was “easier for the jury to understand” than “hav[ing] the whole [chat read] in one person’s voice.”\footnote{See id. at 5.} The prosecutor even noted that they had successfully presented wire transcripts in this manner and that this evidence would only be offered after a witness had testified.\footnote{See id.}

Ulbricht objected, arguing that “chats are designed to be absorbed through reading, not through hearing” and that emojis cannot necessarily be communicated orally.\footnote{See id. at 8.} Furthermore, Ulbricht argued that “the way that a person perceives and absorbs information is very much tied to the medium that it is in.”\footnote{See id.} If a jury hears, but does not read, online communications, they are not experiencing the evidence in the way that it is meant to be received, nor are they perceiving the evidence in the way that it exists.\footnote{See id. at 9.} For the aforementioned reasons, Ulbricht argued that chats should only be shown to the jury.\footnote{See id.} This would not be abnormal, he stated, because juries often read transcripts alongside recordings that are difficult to hear.\footnote{See id. at 10.}

After considering both arguments, the judge ruled that “trials are about the typically sensory communication of evidence,” so chats would be displayed on a screen.\footnote{See id.} The judge noted, however, that “it would be novel” to enter a document into evidence without some specific reference to the text through oral communication.\footnote{See id. at 9.} The judge also expressed an interest in the convenience of clearly conveying information to the jury and to the rest of the courtroom.\footnote{See id. at 10.} Thus, the judge also allowed the prosecutor to read the conversations alone or with a witness.\footnote{See id. at 7.} No other person who could appear to be an actor in any way, including paralegals, could read the conversations\footnote{See id. at 9.} out of concern that these individuals could “engage in certain inflections” supporting their party’s position.\footnote{See id. at 10.} Additionally, a limiting instruction would follow.\footnote{See id. at 9.} This limiting instruction would state that the chats were “originally written” and “there is no indication that they
were orally communicated." The judge would further instruct the jury to “read [the chats],” because “[t]hey are meant to be read,” and to “note the punctuation and emoticons.”

Emojis hold evidentiary value, but their value must be deciphered with care. Emojis that serve as nonverbal social cues are susceptible to misinterpretation when the jury does not understand the sender’s intended social cue. Emojis that have idiosyncratic meanings are also at high risk for jury misunderstanding because the fewer people that are privy to an idiosyncratic emoji meaning, the more difficult it becomes to provide accurate opinion testimony. Because emojis implicate the grey area between common and specialized knowledge, testimony about the emojis’ meanings will not always be necessary. Their independent meanings, though, make emoji evidence different from any other evidentiary form, with important implications for how parties present such evidence in court.

II. EVALUATING POSSIBLE TREATMENTS OF EMOJI EVIDENCE IN THE TRIAL CONTEXT

Because emojis lack standard meanings, they are ripe for misunderstanding. Although the Unicode Consortium provides a short description of all the emojis that it defines, these definitions are not all-inclusive. Subtle cultural differences can lead to miscommunication, especially when an emoji and its accompanying message involve cultural references. Similarly, a smiley indicating sarcasm, a joke, or irony may only be detectable with personal knowledge of the sender’s sense of humor. Coded communications also use apparently neutral ideograms to actualize unlawful intentions. Thus, complexity can arise when the meaning of an emoji is not clearly specified or an individual’s understanding of the emoji’s meaning is at issue.

Part II examines possible treatments of emoji evidence in the trial context. Part II.A evaluates issues that arise while determining if and when courts should admit testimony—either expert or lay opinion—on an emoji’s meaning. Part II.B analyzes other issues that arise when courts must determine how to present emoji evidence to the jury. Because emojis pose unique interpretive challenges associated with their proffered functions, this Note analyzes emojis that function as substitutes for words and social-cue emojis independently.
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A. In or Out: When Should Courts Admit Testimony on the Meaning of an Emoji?

This part will evaluate issues that arise when courts determine whether to admit testimony on the meaning of an emoji. First, Part II.A.1 will consider when testimony on the meaning of an emoji that substitutes for words is helpful. Part II.A.1 will also consider the appropriateness of law enforcement testimony on the meaning of coded emojis when the sender and recipient of emojis are unavailable or unreliable. Finally, Part II.A.2 will examine whether testimony on the meaning of tone and gesture emojis is necessary or a waste of time when presented alongside threatening language.

1. Evaluating the Availability and Reliability of Testimony on the Meaning of Emojis that Substitute for Words

Although the Unicode defines every emoji based on its facial meaning, it does not provide idiosyncratic emoji definitions. Juries need testimony on the idiosyncratic meaning of an emoji when they arguably lack the context necessary to interpret the emoji. Consider, for example, the frog (🐸) emoji, which was once offered for its seldom-used meaning, “snitch,” in a witness intimidation claim. For the typical juror to understand this idiosyncratic emoji, testimony is not only helpful but necessary. Conversely, consider the rat (🐀) emoji, also offered in a witness intimidation claim. Because the rat (🐀) emoji visually encodes the word “rat,” a common alternative for “snitch,” testimony might be unnecessary.

Presenting an emoji alongside its surrounding text can sometimes alleviate the need for testimony about an emoji’s meaning. The jury may not connect the peanut (🥜) emoji, in isolation, with the meaning “nuts,” a synonym for “crazy.” However, in the context of the surrounding text message, “is she just 🍪[?]” it becomes clearer that the peanut (🥜) emoji substitutes for the term “nuts.” Viewed alongside the recipient’s response, “Yes. And you love the crazy lol” the connection between “nuts” and “crazy” becomes so apparent that witness testimony may no longer be necessary.

Testimony is needed, however, in criminal contexts in which emojis encode terms central to illegal operations. This need for testimony poses a unique challenge for prosecutors because both senders and recipients of
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encoded emojis may be either unreliable or unavailable. When an emoji is well-encoded, like a tree (🌳) encoding marijuana surrounded by references to “landscaping shrubs,” “tractors,” and a “lawn mowing business,” the sender and recipient could claim that they were actually referring to a legitimate landscaping operation. Moreover, if both the sender and recipient are criminal defendants, as was true of the sender and recipient of the tree (🌳) emoji, both defendants could invoke their Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination and choose to avoid cross-examination by not taking the stand. This would render the sender and recipient unavailable.

Ultimately, law enforcement agents testified about the meaning of the encoded tree (🌳) emoji because a task force spanning the Drug Enforcement Administration; the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF); and other federal agencies had been investigating one of the defendants, a known drug dealer, for months. In this situation, law enforcement testimony on the meaning of emojis encoding a drug enterprise was similar to police testimony decoding drug-related slang used in recorded jailhouse calls. Without such testimony, critical pieces of defendants’ communications would be inaccessible to the average juror.

In another prosecution for various offenses stemming from several New Haven shootings, a special agent from the ATF similarly attested to the meaning of multiple emojis sent between defendants. First, the agent opined that a gas (⛽) emoji in a text reading “I’m coming lil 🛡️” symbolized a “gang,” and a subsequent message reading “got a jugg” referenced a drug purchaser. Later, the agent opined that “cloud” emojis referred to drugs. One defendant challenged the admission of the agent’s attestation, arguing that “much of the Facebook information [the agent] relied on to establish probable cause is ‘gibberish,’” and that the agent “did not sufficiently explain [their] interpretation of the information.” The U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut dismissed this argument and admitted the expert testimony, ruling that the agent sufficiently established probable cause by “provid[ing] interpretations of each piece of information gathered from the Facebook accounts based on [their] training and
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experience . . . investigating street gangs, firearms offenses, and narcotics trafficking.”\textsuperscript{185}

Perhaps the defendant’s argument was too quickly dismissed, given that jurors might give undue deference to law enforcement officers who testify as experts and to their interpretations of emojis.\textsuperscript{186} FRE 702 recognizes this risk and, accordingly, seeks to screen out expert testimony that is unnecessary and unreliable.\textsuperscript{187} Law enforcement officers’ testimony might be unnecessary or unreliable for several reasons. First, expert bias can develop when a prosecutor builds rapport with “their” law enforcement expert, whom the prosecutor might make an integral part of their team.\textsuperscript{188} As a result, law enforcement officers might be compelled to present an opinion about an emoji in a way that favors the prosecution.\textsuperscript{189}

Consequently, law enforcement officers are more likely than unretracted witnesses to overstate the degree of consensus about an emoji’s meaning.\textsuperscript{190} Perhaps this was the case when a Bay Area detective testified that “teamwork make[s] the dream work 💃💰” was so ubiquitous among officers that it was “almost like a bumper sticker for human trafficking.”\textsuperscript{191} Absent the emojis, “teamwork make[s] the dream work” is a common colloquial phrase first coined by a clergyman in 2002.\textsuperscript{192} Is it plausible that emojis sufficiently differentiate this phrase so as to call it a “bumper sticker for human trafficking”?\textsuperscript{193} Similarly, might two Los Angeles police officers have overstated the connection between the phrase “ten toes down” and sex work when testifying that emojis encoded this message to mask two separate sex-trafficking operations?\textsuperscript{194} In rap music, “ten toes down” commonly references devotion and commitment to someone or something.\textsuperscript{195} Because
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officers tend to receive undue deference from jurors, the risk of an officer overestimating the degree of consensus on an emoji’s meaning weighs in favor of excluding this testimony as prejudicial.

Additionally, juries might inconsistently interpret law enforcement testimony on emojis because attitudes toward police officers tend to diverge along racial lines. Even when jurors are directed to treat police officer testimony as they would any other witness, “white jurors tend to credit police officers’ testimony while jurors of color often approach that testimony with skepticism or even mistrust.” Juror skepticism might pose a problem in situations in which police testimony on the meaning of an emoji is helpful, visually verifiable, and the only available source of meaning. One local police officer testified that a local street gang used a “G” hand signal and the ghost (👻) and star (⭐) emojis online to signal gang-affiliation.

Supporting that officer’s credibility was the fact that the gang was named the “Ghost Mob,” with the ghost (👻) emoji substituting for “ghost” and the “G” hand gesture substituting for the first letter. In such cases when an officer is the only available source of emoji meaning, perhaps they should be allowed to offer such testimony.

Although the availability of a knowledgeable coconspirator’s testimony on the meaning of an emoji would avoid the challenges surrounding police testimony, this practice remains uncommon. This may be because coconspirator testimony is difficult to secure for the same reasons as sender and recipient testimony. The next part discuses testimony on the meaning of emojis that serve as nonverbal social cues when witness testimony is generally available.

2. Examining the Necessity of Testimony on the Meaning of Emojis that Serve as Nonverbal Social Cues

When emojis serve as nonverbal social cues, they function as substitutes for actual gestures, vocal tone, and facial expressions. Because the intent behind a nonverbal social cue is specific to the sender, that individual’s meaning usually governs. For this reason, party-senders often testify about their intended meaning of a nonverbal social cue emoji.

In online threat cases, specific plans of causing harm are more likely to be considered threats than mere vagaries. Some argue that emojis that convey tone may “reasonably [be] ignore[d]” when “unequivocal language
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is used."\(^{203}\) A California appellate court, for example, determined that the plain meaning of a teen’s tweet was not a joke, per the teen’s testimony, just because it included multiple laughing (😂) and clapping (👏) emojis.\(^{204}\) The teen’s messages included threats to “shoot up” the “c wing” of their school during “1st period,” warnings for “everybody [to] duck,” and statements that they were “get[ting] [their] cousin[’s] gun.”\(^{205}\) Because the teen’s language made a clear threat and described steps they were taking to carry out that threat, a digital gloss of a “joke” through smiley emojis did not flip the meaning of the surrounding text.\(^{206}\)

In cases like this, testimony on the meaning of an emoji that allegedly signals jest would only waste time—an outcome FRE 403 seeks to avoid.\(^{207}\) To evaluate the meaning of the clapping (👏) emoji, for example, the jury would need to determine the intended audience and whether they would perceive the emoji as a symbol of applause or a clap between words for emphasis.\(^{208}\) This distinction does not ultimately matter because the juvenile defendant would have difficulty framing either as a compelling symbol of jest alongside the text. Thus, testimony from the juvenile defendant on the meaning of the clapping (👏) emoji would probably only waste time.

On the other hand, the tenor of FRE 403 indicates that a judge’s power to exclude evidence for waste of time should be sparingly exercised.\(^{209}\) Furthermore, because the line between an actionable and non-actionable threat is imprecise, emojis offered for tone can provide valuable insight into whether a message objectively threatens harm.\(^{210}\) This is particularly important in juvenile threat cases, in which a young person’s hyperbolic post could be misconstrued.\(^{211}\)

In \textit{State v. D.R.C.}\(^{212}\), the Washington State Court of Appeals held that the State did not meet its burden of proving a true threat when a juvenile defendant texted two friends separate messages, each containing emojis, about killing her parent.\(^{213}\) The juvenile defendant testified that she did not intend her texts to be taken seriously and that the messages were a form of venting and expressing emotion.\(^{214}\) The juvenile defendant also testified that violent and exaggerated language was common among her friends but not intended to be taken literally.\(^{215}\) Furthermore, the juvenile defendant asserted that she and her friends often denoted sarcasm through emojis.\(^{216}\)
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The court found it significant that the juvenile defendant had previously texted one recipient tears of joy (😂), shrug (🤷), face with horns (😈), zany face (🤪), and red heart (❤) emojis, which, the court ruled, conveyed an “unmistakable message of sarcasm.” In the relevant message to that same recipient, the juvenile defendant again prefaced her message with the tears of joy (😂) emoji. Immediately after the juvenile’s text to the second recipient, she sent the rolling on the floor laughing (🤣) emoji. For these reasons and others, the court ruled that the juvenile’s texts were not true threats.

In sum, a sender’s intended meaning of a nonverbal social cue emoji can often be discerned through the sender’s own testimony. However, when unequivocal threatening language is used, emojis may be insufficient to flip the meaning of the surrounding text. Although internet hyperbole is common among teens, courts vary in the weight that they give this context.

B. Show or Tell: How Should Courts Present Emoji Evidence to the Jury?

If juries are to visually interpret emojis, they must see the emoji as the relevant party saw it, accounting for platform and software version so as not to distort the emoji’s meaning. This part will analyze additional issues that arise when courts must determine how to present emoji evidence to the jury. Part II.B.1 will evaluate problems that come with presenting emojis that substitute for verbal communications to the jury. Then, Part II.B.2 will analyze issues that arise when emojis that substitute for nonverbal social cues are presented to the jury.

1. Presenting Emojis that Substitute for Words to the Jury

When an emoji substitutes for verbal communication, the meaning of the emoji can be translated into words because the emoji functions as a word. Like verbal emojis, slang is also verbal and parties describe the meaning of slang for the jury verbally. This gives slang the same weight as other testimony. If slang were instead written and offered to the jury as an exhibit, it would likely receive prejudicial emphasis. As FRE 803(5) recognizes, juries tend to weigh written records more heavily than live witness testimony on equivalent points because exhibits are accessible to the
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jury during deliberation.\textsuperscript{229} If emojis that substitute for words are to receive the same weight as oral testimony, then emojis must be read into the record like slang.

Allowing parties to show emojis to the jury could serve as a vehicle for prejudicially bolstering surrounding text—what FRE 803(5) seeks to protect against.\textsuperscript{230} Because emojis are best understood in context, a crafty lawyer could argue that a verbal emoji must be seen in the context of the entire digital exchange to be understood.\textsuperscript{231} Yet presenting emojis to the jury in their surrounding context could create a pathway for getting influential written statements into jury deliberations.\textsuperscript{232} To prevent such prejudice, emojis that substitute for words would have to be read and not displayed.

Describing emojis also prevents jurors from ascribing their own meaning to the emoji based on its image.\textsuperscript{233} The risk of jurors transposing their own meaning is particularly acute when the emoji’s facial meaning does not align with its proffered meaning.\textsuperscript{234} A fire (🔥) emoji offered for the coded meaning “really good drugs,” for example, has no relation to the image of fire.\textsuperscript{235} For this reason, showing the jury the fire (🔥) emoji, even in context, would do little to further the jury’s comprehension and would invite jurors to ascribe their own meanings to the symbol.\textsuperscript{236} Similarly, showing jurors a cloud (☁) emoji when it is offered as a coded reference to drugs may waste time or cause confusion.\textsuperscript{237} These risks are greatest when the jury sees a coded emoji and does not find testimony on the coded meaning credible.\textsuperscript{238}

On the other hand, evidence that is seen is “a most convincing” form of evidence.\textsuperscript{239} Applied to emojis, this supports displaying emojis in their relevant contexts, rather than describing emojis verbally. Because jurors are probably senders and recipients of emojis, they are well positioned to evaluate the meaning of a verbal emoji.\textsuperscript{240} This poses a problem because the only way for jurors to ascribe meaning to an emoji is to see the emoji in its relevant context.\textsuperscript{241} Although emojis are not necessarily intended to be orally communicated, they are intended to be read in the context of the sender’s entire message.\textsuperscript{242} Thus, emojis may need to be shown to the jury.\textsuperscript{243}
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If an emoji is visually encoded, presenting the emoji to the jury in context would help the jury evaluate the credibility of a party's proffered meaning. One well-known example of a visually encoded emoji is Apple's peach (🍑) emoji, a widely-known euphemism for a butt.244 If the peach (🍑) emoji were offered in a trial, jurors would best be able evaluate the credibility of this proffered meaning if they could actually see the peach’s “crack.”245 Likewise, when the deciduous tree (🌳) emoji is offered as a coded reference to marijuana, the jury would benefit from seeing the emoji because Apple's depiction of the deciduous tree looks like a bud of marijuana.246 In the well-concealed context of a landscaping operation, this platform-specific visual encoding of drugs provides critical support for the prosecution’s case.247 Thus, presenting emojis to the jury for visual inspection can be critical to the fair evaluation of an emoji’s proffered meaning.248

2. Presenting Emojis that Serve Nonverbal Social Cues to the Jury

To describe emojis that serve as nonverbal social cues to the jury, the offering party must precisely define the nonverbal emoji in a way that makes sense to the jury. A precise description is necessary, for instance, when describing an anthropomorphic emoji that indicates jest.249 “Face with tears of joy” emoji (😭) more strongly indicates that a message is a joke than does the simple descriptor “smiley face,” which evokes only the most basic visual (🙂). An oversimplified descriptor could, in context, materially alter a jury’s understood meaning.250 With a proper description, describing—and not showing—an emoji to the jury is beneficial when jurors could ascribe their own cultural meanings to a gesture emoji.252 Absent testimony, jurors could, for example, misinterpret the hands clasped (🙏) emoji as a religious gesture, rather than a display of thanks.253 Older jurors could also misinterpret the victory hand (✌) emoji as a symbol of peace, rather than a symbol for “I’m out,” popular among younger generations.254 To protect against jurors imposing their own cultural meaning onto an emoji, it would be best to describe, and not show, the emoji to the jury.
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Furthermore, gang-affiliated hand signals convey meaning visually but are often described to the jury.\textsuperscript{255} Because only the connection between the hand signal and the gang matters, showing the jury an image of the hand signal would do little to further juror understanding of the relevant issues.\textsuperscript{256} Rather, displaying the emoji risks wasting time, which FRE 403 seeks to protect against.\textsuperscript{257} To promote convenience and efficiency, clearly describing an emoji to the jury is thus preferable.\textsuperscript{258}

Describing an anthropomorphic emoji offered for tone also ensures that anthropomorphic emojis are not visually misinterpreted.\textsuperscript{259} Emojis that contain positive and negative cues, like a smile and tears, are susceptible to misinterpretation when displayed in isolation.\textsuperscript{260} It is unclear the degree to which showing an anthropomorphic emoji in context ameliorates this risk.\textsuperscript{261} Even if an anthropomorphic emoji is displayed in context, native Arabic speakers, for example, typically ascribe different tones to facial expressions than native English speakers raised in the United States do.\textsuperscript{262} Thus, describing, in lieu of showing, the jury anthropomorphic emojis is in the interest of accuracy when jurors come from diverse backgrounds.\textsuperscript{263}

Yet simply telling juries what meaning to ascribe to an emoji poses its own unique challenges. When an emoji is offered to convey tone, a party might be incentivized to bolster the strength of their proffered meaning through vocal inflection.\textsuperscript{264} Additionally, when a juror needs a fuller understanding of how an emoji is used, “the simple identifier of [smiling emoji] is already inadequate because there are different types of smiles, skin tones, and some smiling emojis may have other defining characteristics.”\textsuperscript{265}

Audiovisual recordings are admissible when an individual’s tone or expression is relevant.\textsuperscript{266} Because emojis similarly convey tone, this suggests that it may be proper to show the jury tonal emojis when relevant.\textsuperscript{267} Yet when determining whether to play audiovisual recordings for the jury, judges consider whether the same evidence could instead be provided through in-court testimony.\textsuperscript{268} When in-court testimony is available, some scholars argue that preference should be given to presenting evidence through a live witness and not an audiovisual recording.\textsuperscript{269} This would ensure that the evidence does not receive the prejudicial emphasis that often
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accompanies the accessibility of exhibits during deliberations. For this reason, live witness testimony describing a tonal emoji would similarly ensure that tonal emojis receive the same weight as other testimony on equivalent points.

Despite all the reasons to describe, rather than show, emojis to the jury, allowing the jury to read digital communications, which include emojis, is the only way for the jury to experience nonverbal social cue emojis in their original form. Nonverbal social cue emojis, like expressions and gestures, are intended to be seen, not orally communicated. As mentioned in Part II.B.1, jurors are probably senders and recipients of emojis and thus visually interpret emojis with varying degrees of regularity. Even when emojis convey sarcasm—for example, by placing a smiley face emoji and the surrounding text at odds—human brains process this as sarcasm in the same way that human brains process a sarcastic tone. For these reasons, jurors have the capacity to discern the meaning of emojis offered for tone when they see the evidence in its original context.

III. A FRAMEWORK FOR HANDLING EMOJI EVIDENCE IN TRIAL CONTEXTS BASED ON EMOJIS’ FUNCTIONS

This part offers a framework for handling emoji evidence in trial contexts based on interpretive issues that can arise from an emoji’s proffered meaning. To properly present emoji evidence to the jury, judges must first identify whether an emoji is being offered as a substitute for a word or a nonverbal social cue. Emojis that are not offered as gestures, expressions, or symbols of tone substitute for words. Part III.A recommends a new evidentiary test in which emojis that substitute for words must be classified as conveying either their facial meaning or an idiosyncratic meaning. Further, this part argues that only senders and recipients may attest to the proffered meaning of an emoji offered for its facial meaning, whereas a qualified witness must attest to the proffered meaning of an idiosyncratic emoji. Finally, Part III.A advocates that emojis that substitute for words should always be shown to the jury at a party’s request.

Part III.B recommends that senders and recipients should always have the opportunity to testify about their intended meaning of a nonverbal social cue emoji, which should be displayed for the jury on party request. Additionally, Part III.B recommends that courts should generally exclude third-party testimony about an emoji’s meaning.
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Whatever an emoji’s proffered function, defining the emoji is necessary for it to be offered as testimony.\textsuperscript{279} If the meaning of an emoji is disputed, judges should instruct the jury as follows: “Emojis are symbols that communicate independent meaning. Different people might use the same emoji to convey different meanings. You are to determine what the emoji means to [the relevant party].”

A. Judges Must Determine Whether the Proffered Meaning of an Emoji That Substitutes for Words Is Facial or Idiosyncratic

The proper handling of symbols-as-communication offered as substitutes for words requires a new threshold test. This test would instruct judges to determine whether the proffered meaning of an emoji is facial or idiosyncratic.\textsuperscript{280} To make this determination, the judge must consider what the emoji depicts in isolation, whether the meaning of the emoji changes when viewed alongside accompanying text, and whether a typical juror in the community would understand the meaning of the emoji. When the proffered meaning of the emoji is at odds with the image, the meaning of the emoji changes when viewed in context, or a typical juror in the jurisdiction would not understand the meaning of the emoji, then the emoji is offered for an idiosyncratic meaning.\textsuperscript{281} Otherwise, the emoji’s meaning is facial.\textsuperscript{282} The following examples illustrate this test in practice.

When a plaintiff enters an emoticon into evidence for the meaning “trainwreck,” the judge must first confirm that the emoji in fact depicts a trainwreck.\textsuperscript{283} Once this is confirmed, the judge must then identify whether the meaning changes when the emoji is viewed in context—for example, “walk into that federal courtroom with me and get ready for the biggest [trainwreck emoticon] ever.”\textsuperscript{284} Because the meaning of the emoji does not change in context, the judge must finally confirm that jurors in the community would understand that this emoji compares the anticipated disastrousness of courtroom proceedings to that of a train collision.\textsuperscript{285} Jurors in any community are probably capable of making this determination, so the emoji is being offered for its facial meaning.

On the other hand, the crown (👑) emoji, depicting an ornamental headdress, is being offered for an idiosyncratic meaning when the proffered meaning is a sex-trafficking reference.\textsuperscript{286} Viewing the emoji in its surrounding context—“is you down fo yo 👑”—further confirms that the typical juror in any community would need witness testimony to understand
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the emoji’s intended meaning. Likewise, the rat (🐀) emoji, depicting a rodent and offered for the meaning “snitch,” is also idiosyncratic. Although some jurors may understand that calling someone a “rat” is a synonym for calling that person a “snitch,” other jurors in a community would probably need testimony drawing out this connection. When in doubt, judges should treat emojis as if they are idiosyncratic and allow reliable sender, recipient, expert, or coconspirator testimony on an emoji’s meaning.

1. Only Senders and Recipients May Attest to the Proffered Meaning of an Emoji Offered for Its Facial Meaning

When an emoji is offered for its facial meaning, the sender and recipient should have the opportunity to testify about their intended or understood meaning. Senders and recipients of emojis are often party to suits in which emoji evidence is offered. Although sender and recipient testimony on an emoji’s facial meaning is not exceptionally helpful to the jury, it has confirmatory value. Third-party opinion testimony, on the other hand, is not helpful to the jury because the jury is equally capable of determining an emoji’s facial meaning by seeing the emoji in context. Thus, testimony on emojis that are used for their facial meaning should be limited to senders and recipients.

2. A Witness Must Attest to the Proffered Meaning of an Idiosyncratic Emoji

A witness must testify about the meaning of an idiosyncratic emoji because jurors may otherwise ascribe to the emoji its facial meaning. Because reliability and credibility issues can stem from law enforcement testimony, judges should require that the government prioritize coconspirator testimony on the idiosyncratic meaning of coded emojis when available. If a coconspirator is unavailable, independent evidence should corroborate police officer testimony. The sender using or receiving the same coded emoji similarly in another conversation would be an example of independent corroborating testimony. Likewise, an unretained witness could also testify that the emoji is being offered for its proffered meaning. Requiring corroborating evidence ensures that police officer testimony is both reliable and credible.
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The government should also be required to provide evidence corroborating the testimony of federal agents, even when the agent is an expert in decoding and has intercepted the party’s online communications for months. Because the same federal agents are testifying as experts on coded emojis in multiple trials, federal agents may develop adversarial biases. Consequently, federal agents may offer opinion testimony favoring the government or may frame literally true information in a manner favorable to the government. To ensure that officer testimony is reliable, the government should thus present independent evidence corroborating federal agent testimony on the meaning of an emoji as well. Such a requirement is not unnecessarily restrictive and ensures the reliability and credibility of a federal agent’s testimony.

If the judge admits law enforcement testimony, they should accompany it with a limiting instruction to minimize the risk of juror deference to the testimony of law enforcement officers. This limiting instruction should be similar to the following: “The meaning of a communicative symbol comes from the sender’s [community or conspiracy]. This witness is not a member of the sender’s [community or conspiracy]. It is your job, as the factfinder, to determine the meaning of the emoji to [the perspective that matters].”

3. Emojis that Substitute for Words Must Be Displayed for the Jury in Relevant Context on Party Request

Because trials are about the “typically sensory communication of evidence,” jurors must experience communicative evidence as it exists and is intended to be interpreted. For this reason, jurors must see emojis that substitute for words. As likely senders and recipients of emojis, jurors can and should evaluate the meaning of emojis that substitute for words, which can only be done through seeing how surrounding text impacts an emoji’s meaning. Even with witness testimony about the meaning of an emoji, jurors understand what is seen better than what is heard. When an emoji holds an idiosyncratic meaning based on the platform-specific depiction of an emoji, it is especially important that jurors see the connections between the emoji and its proffered meaning. For these reasons, emojis must be displayed for jurors in their relevant contexts.
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Criminal defendants against whom coded emojis are offered should have the right to show emojis to the jury because the dissonance between the emoji’s facial and proffered meanings could undermine the government’s claim. Although the jury may, as a result, ascribe the facial meaning to an emoji that is actually encoded, this risk is outweighed by a criminal defendant’s right to cast doubt on the government’s case. Displaying an emoji in its relevant context can thus be foundational to a criminal defendant’s defense and should not be categorically barred.

Judges should limit the text surrounding an emoji to only that which is necessary for juror comprehension because displaying emojis in surrounding contexts creates a pathway for parties to get influential emoji-filled statements into jury deliberations. The amount of text that is necessary to properly evaluate the meaning of an emoji will vary based on the communicative platform, the nature of the conversation, and what the conversation is being offered to prove. This approach balances the need for the jury to determine the meaning of an emoji with the minimization of prejudicial emphasis.

B. Senders and Recipients May Always Testify About Their Intended Meaning of a Nonverbal Social Cue Emoji, Which Should Be Displayed for the Jury on Party Request

This section advocates that senders and recipients of nonverbal social cue emojis should always have the opportunity to testify about their intended or understood meanings of nonverbal social cue emojis. Further, this part advocates that nonverbal social cue emojis must be displayed for the jury on party request to protect against distortion and to allow the jury to determine the facts. Part III.B.1 explains the benefit of sender and recipient testimony on the meaning of tone emojis. This section also explains why tone emojis accompanying unequivocal text cannot reasonably be ignored. Part III.B.2 argues that the jury should always see gesture emojis, despite the possibility of jurors ascribing their own cultural meaning.

1. Tone Emojis That Accompany Unequivocal Text Cannot Reasonably Be Ignored

If a party-sender offers emoji evidence or emoji evidence is offered against them, the party-sender of a tonal emoji should always have the opportunity to testify about their intended meaning. Tone emojis, like expression, pitch, vocal inflection, and volume, can complement, reinforce, enhance, or...
materially alter the meaning of a piece of text. The meaning conveyed by
tone emojis is sender-specific, thus making senders a valuable source of
testimony that should always be admitted. Recipient testimony should
similarly be admitted because senders communicate to be understood by their
intended audience.

To properly evaluate the meaning of a tone emoji, the jury must see a tone
emoji in context to discern how it alters or enhances the surrounding text. A well-known emoji for jest, like the tears of joy 😂 emoji, must be seen in context to decide what part of the text is intended as a joke. Similarly, jurors must see a smiley face 🙄 emoji alongside negative text to determine whether the sender’s message is sarcastic or serious. Jurors are capable of making this determination because human brains process sarcasm in emojis the same way they process sarcasm in tone.

Allowing the offering party to read the emoji into the record might impede
the search for truth because the offering party might be incentivized to distort
the meaning of an emoji-filled message by reading the entire text in the
proffered tone. The importance of protecting against distortion of
evidence far outweighs the remote risk that jurors might use tone emojis to
get important text into jury deliberation rooms. Moreover, when jurors
need a fuller understanding of a tone emoji, a simple identifier, like “smiley
face,” may be insufficient. For the jury to objectively discern the meaning
of a tone emoji, the jury must thus experience emoji evidence in its purest
form.

Even when tone emojis accompany unequivocal text, tone emojis cannot
reasonably be excluded. Because social media discourse tends to be
hyperbolic, particularly among young people, tone emojis can provide
critical context in evaluating whether threatening text is, in fact, a true
threat. Even if the jury ultimately determines that a tone emoji does not
flip the meaning of surrounding text, this determination must be made by the
factfinder. Preventatively excluding evidence for a perceived waste of time
would go against the tenor of FRE 403 and impede the search for truth.
For these reasons, all defendants must have the opportunity to argue their
proffered meaning before the factfinder in open court.
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2. Expert Witnesses May Testify About the Meaning of a Nonverbal Social Cue Emoji When the Sender and Recipient Are Unavailable and the Jury Would Not Otherwise Understand the Gesture

Like tone emojis, the meaning attributable to a gesture emoji is sender-specific, and senders should thus be able to testify about their attached meaning. If the sender and recipient of a gesture emoji are unavailable, then an expert witness can testify about the sender’s culture-specific interpretation of a gesture when it is different from the meaning the jury would otherwise assign. To qualify as an expert on the meaning of a gesture emoji, the witness must be a part of the same relevant cultural community as the sender or have specialized knowledge on the sender’s relevant cultural community. The jury must see gesture emojis on request, despite the risk of jurors ascribing their own culture-specific meaning, because testimony on an emoji’s meaning mitigates this risk.

CONCLUSION

Emojis that substitute for words and nonverbal social cues should always be shown to the jury so that jurors experience communicative evidence as it exists and as it is intended to be interpreted. Excluding emoji evidence for waste of time goes against the tenor of FRE 403, and displaying emojis in only the context necessary for accurate emoji interpretation ensures that this privilege is not abused to prejudicially emphasize accompanying text. To aid the jury in interpreting emoji evidence, sender and recipient testimony should always be admitted.

Judges must classify emojis that substitute for words as conveying either their facial or idiosyncratic meaning because third-party witnesses may only testify about the meaning of idiosyncratic emojis. Coconspirators are generally more reliable sources of emoji meaning than law enforcement officers and should receive preference. When law enforcement officers testify about the meaning of an emoji, they must present independent corroborating evidence as a safeguard against potential adversarial bias. Any person with personal knowledge of the sender’s cultural community should also be allowed to testify about the meaning of a gesture emoji when the sender and recipient of the emoji are unavailable. Tone emojis cannot reasonably be ignored because tone emojis hold the potential to complement, reinforce, enhance, or materially alter the meaning of a piece of text.
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